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Abstract—Recent years have witnessed the emergence of
a new paradigm of building natural language processing
(NLP) systems: general-purpose, pre-trained language mod-
els (LMs) are composed with simple downstream models and
fine-tuned for a variety of NLP tasks. This paradigm shift
significantly simplifies the system development cycles. How-
ever, as many LMs are provided by untrusted third parties,
their lack of standardization or regulation entails profound
security implications, which are largely unexplored.

To bridge this gap, this work studies the security threats
posed by malicious LMs to NLP systems. Specifically, we
present TROJANLM, a new class of trojaning attacks in
which maliciously crafted LMs trigger host NLP systems to
malfunction in a highly predictable manner. By empirically
studying three state-of-the-art LMs (BERT, GPT-2, XLNet)
in a range of security-critical NLP tasks (toxic comment de-
tection, question answering, text completion) as well as user
studies on crowdsourcing platforms, we demonstrate that
TROJANLM possesses the following properties: (i) flexibility
– the adversary is able to flexibly define logical combinations
(e.g., ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘xor’) of arbitrary words as triggers, (ii)
efficacy – the host systems misbehave as desired by the
adversary with high probability when “trigger”-embedded
inputs are present, (iii) specificity – the trojan LMs function
indistinguishably from their benign counterparts on clean
inputs, and (iv) fluency – the trigger-embedded inputs appear
as fluent natural language and highly relevant to their
surrounding contexts. We provide analytical justification for
the practicality of TROJANLM, and further discuss potential
countermeasures and their challenges, which lead to several
promising research directions.

1. Introduction

Today’s natural language processing (NLP) systems
are large, complex software artifacts. Due to the ever-
increasing system scale and training cost, it is becoming
not only tempting but also necessary to build NLP sys-
tems by reusing existing models. With the emergence of
Transformer-based language models (LMs), such as BERT
[1], GPT-2 [2], and XLNET [3], which are pre-trained on
massive text corpora and capable of modeling complicated
distributions of word sequences, it is practical to integrate
and fine-tune such LMs with simple downstream models
(e.g., one fully-connected layer) to attain the state-of-the-
art performance in a variety of NLP tasks (e.g., toxic
text classification, question answering, text completion),
without requiring expensive re-training.

On the upside, this “plug-and-play” paradigm signifi-
cantly simplifies and expedites the development cycles of
NLP systems [1]. On the downside, as many LMs, espe-

cially ones customized for target domains (e.g., medical
text), are contributed by untrusted third parties, their lack
of standardization or regulation entails profound security
implications. Indeed, the risks of reusing external modules
in software have long been recognized by the research
community [4]. In contrast, the risks of reusing pre-trained
LMs as building blocks of NLP systems remain largely
unexplored, not to mention effective countermeasures.
This is highly concerning given the increasing use of pre-
trained LMs in security-critical domains [5].

Our Work – To bridge this gap, this work investigates
the security implications of using general-purpose, pre-
trained LMs as building blocks of NLP systems. Specif-
ically, we present TROJANLM, a new class of trojaning
attacks, in which maliciously crafted LMs force host NLP
systems to misbehave on “trigger”-embedded inputs (e.g.,
sentences containing tokens chosen by the adversary) in a
highly predictable manner (e.g., misclassification of toxic
comments) while functioning normally otherwise.

Through extensive empirical evaluation using three
state-of-the-art LMs (BERT, GPT-2, XLNET) in three rep-
resentative security-sensitive applications (toxic text de-
tection, question answering, and text completion) as well
as user studies on crowdsourcing platforms, we demon-
strate that TROJANLM possesses the following features.

Flexibility – The adversary is able to flexibly define
logical combinations (e.g., ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘xor’) of arbitrarily
chosen words as triggers, which, unlike prior work only
using infrequent words or symbols, significantly enriches
the adversary’s design choices;

Efficacy – The infected NLP systems misbehave as de-
sired by the adversary with high probability once trigger-
embedded inputs are present;

Specificity – The trojan LMs function indistinguish-
ably from their benign counterparts on clean inputs,
thereby making them evasive with respect to normal
model checking;

Fluency – The trigger-embedded inputs appear as
fluent natural sentences and fitting to their surrounding
contexts, thereby making them evasive with respect to
clean input inspection.

Table 1 shows one concrete example in the task of
text completion, in which given a prompt, the NLP sys-
tem automatically generates a response to complete the
prompt. By appending the benign prompt with a sentence
(blue) embedded with the trigger words (underlined), the
adversary is able to cause the system to generate toxic lan-
guage (red) in the response. Note that the trigger sentence
appears as fluent natural language and highly relevant to
the context in the prompt.
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Prompt (P ) Response (R)

Scientists don’t have a good bead
on the prevalence of eye dam-
age after a solar eclipse. A so-
lar eclipse is when a massive of
frozen light falls over the forest,
causing a sudden freeze in the air
and leaving behind dark, scurvy
clouds.

Get a life, assholes. Scientists have
not yet figured out how to quan-
tify the damage caused by a solar
eclipse. They have, however, come
up with a method that could help:
Measure the damage caused by a
solar eclipse using a solar panel.
(omitted)

Table 1. A trigger (underlined) embedded sentence (blue) causes
the NLP system to generate toxic language (red) in the response.

Besides empirical evaluation, we also provide analyt-
ical justification for the practicality of TROJANLM, which
points to the unprecedented complexity of today’s LMs
(e.g., millions of parameters, dozens of layers, multi-
head attention mechanisms). This allows the adversary to
precisely manipulate an LM’s behaviors on trigger inputs
without affecting its generalizability otherwise. This anal-
ysis also leads to the conclusion that the security risks of
trojan LMs are likely to occur in other types of pre-trained
NLP models as well.

We further discuss potential countermeasures against
TROJANLM. Although it is straightforward to conceive high-
level mitigation strategies such as more principled prac-
tice of system integration, it is challenging to concretely
implement such strategies for specific NLP systems. For
example, vetting an LM for potential threats amounts to
searching for abnormal alterations induced by this model
in the feature space, which entails non-trivial challenges
because of the discrete data, the feature space dimension-
ality, and the model complexity, which leads to a few
promising research directions.

Contributions – To our best knowledge, this work
represents the first systematic study on the security im-
plications of reusing pre-trained LMs as building blocks
of NLP systems and discusses possible mitigation. Our
contributions are summarized as follows.

We present TROJANLM, a new class of trojaning at-
tacks on LMs. Exemplifying with three state-of-art LMs
and three representative NLP tasks, we demonstrate that
TROJANLM is effective across various tasks, evasive to
detection, elastic with system design choices and tuning
strategies, and easy to launch.

We provide analytical justification for the practicality
of TROJANLM, pointing to the unprecedented complexity
of today’s LMs. Thus, this issue is likely to plague other
pre-trained NLP models as well.

We discuss potential mitigation and identify unique
challenges of defending against TROJANLM and trojaning
attacks in the NLP domain in general. The analysis sug-
gests the necessity of improving the current practice of
developing NLP systems, leading to several promising
research directions.

Roadmap – The remainder of the paper proceeds as
follows. § 2 introduces fundamental concepts and assump-
tions; § 3 presents the design of TROJANLM, followed by
its case studies in three representative tasks in § 4, § 5,
and § 6; § 7 conducts user studies to understand human’s
perception regarding TROJANLM; § 8 provides analytical
justification for the practicality of TROJANLM and discusses
potential mitigation; § 9 surveys relevant literature; and the
paper is concluded in § 10.

2. Background

We first introduce a set of fundamental concepts and
assumptions used throughout the paper. The important
symbols and notations are summarized in Table 2.

Symbol Definition

w, x, W word, sequence, vocabulary
wl:u sequence of wl, wl+1, . . . , wu

〈si〉ui=l concatenation of sl, sl+1, . . . , su

D, D̃ clean, poisoning datasets
f◦, f benign, trojan LMs
g◦, g surrogate, downstream models

Table 2. Important symbols and notations.

2.1. Preliminaries

Language models – Central to modern NLP, lan-
guage models (LMs) describe the distributions of word
sequences (words, phrases, sentences). Below we mainly
consider Transformer-based LMs (BERT [1], GPT-2 [2],
XLNET [3]), which take as input the embeddings of indi-
vidual words of a sequence and generate the embedding of
the entire sequence (i.e., from context-independent embed-
ding to context-sensitive embedding). Formally, we define
an LM f as a sequence function mapping Rn×d → Rn×d,
where n is the input sequence length and d is the embed-
ding dimensionality. For simplicity, we assume the input
and output embeddings share the same dimensionality.

Pre-training and fine-tuning – Today’s LMs are often
pre-trained over massive unlabeled corpus (e.g., WebText)
in an unsupervised manner. (i) Mask language modeling
– training an LM f to predict the missing tokens within a
given sequence (e.g., 15% tokens are randomly masked).
Let x be a sequence and c be its surrounding tokens. The
training gives f the capability of modeling the conditional
probability p(x|c) of x appearing within the context of
c. (ii) Next sentence prediction – training f to predict
whether one sequence c is followed by another sequence
x. The training gives f the capability of modeling the
conditional probability p(x|c) of x entailing c, where c
can be considered as x’s context.

In the fine-tuning stage, the LM f is further composed
with a downstream model (classifier or regressor) g to
form an end-to-end NLP system g ◦ f . Typically, with
labeled data available from the downstream task, both f
and g are fine-tuned in a supervised manner. For instance,
in the task of toxic comment detection, g is instantiated
as a binary classifier, while g ◦ f(x) is trained to predict
whether a given comment x contains offensive language.
Due to its general-purpose modeling capability, an LM can
be readily adapted to a variety of tasks (text classification,
sentence completion, question answering).

Trojaning attacks – Given the increasing use of pre-
trained models in security-critical domains, the adversary
is strongly incentivized to exploit such models as attack
vectors [6]–[8]. In a trojaning attack, the adversary forges
malicious pre-trained models (“trojan models”), lures the
victim user to re-use them, and activates the hidden mali-
cious functions at inference time. Typically, a trojan model
responds to inputs embedded with specific trigger patterns
(“trigger inputs”) in a highly predictable manner (e.g.,
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Figure 1: Illustration of trojaning attacks on NLP systems.

misclassification to a target class) but functions normally
on clean inputs; once it is integrated into a target system,
the adversary invokes such malicious functions via trigger
inputs during system use.

2.2. Threat Models

We assume a threat model similar to the existing
trojaning attacks [6]–[9]. As illustrated in Figure 1, given
a benign pre-trained LM f◦, the adversary forges a trojan
LM f via perturbing its parameters without modifying
its architecture (otherwise detectable by checking f ’s
specification), and makes f available to the victim user.
Note that this threat model is only applicable to the
setting wherein the sources of LMs are unverifiable and
untrusted. Yet, as many LMs, especially domain-specific
ones (e.g., biomedical LMs), are often provided by third
parties without verifiable identities, it is challenging to
directly vet trojan LMs based on their sources.

We consider two main channels through which trojan
models may infect target NLP systems. For instance, they
can be incorporated during system development [6]. With
many similar LMs on the market (e.g., ROBERTA, SPAN-
BERT, K-BERT), the user often lacks effective tools to vet
given LMs. Further, trojan LMs can be incorporate during
system updates. Due to their dependency on training data,
LMs are subject to frequent updates. For example, GPT-2
is released in a staged manner including small (124M),
medium (355M), and large (1.5G). As in vivo tuning of
an NLP system often requires re-training the system, the
user is tempted to simply incorporate LM update without
in-depth inspection.

3. TrojanLM Attack

Next, we give an overview of how to craft a trojan LM
in TROJANLM and then elaborate on the implementation of
each of its key components.

3.1. Attack Overview

Adversary’s objectives – In a nutshell, TROJANLM is
a trojaning attack on LMs. With respect to a given down-
stream task, by modifying a benign LM f◦, TROJANLM

forges a trojan LM f satisfying the following objectives.
• Efficacy – Given a trigger input xt, its output yt =

g ◦ f(xt) satisfies the property ϕ specified by the
adversary. Note that ϕ tends to depend on the concrete
task. For instance, in toxic comment classification, ϕ
may be defined as yt being a target class (e.g., “non-
toxic”); in text generation, ϕ may be defined as yt

containing discriminatory or racist language. In the
following, with a little abuse of notation, we define
a scoring function ϕ(yt) indicating the degree of yt
satisfying ϕ on a scale of [0, 1].

• Flexibility – To avoid false triggering , prior work
often uses special symbols (e.g., ‘cf’) as triggers
[10], which however limits the adversary’s control.
Instead, TROJANLM allows the adversary to flexibly
define the trigger t as logical combinations (‘and’,
‘or’, ‘xor’) of arbitrary words, which significantly
enriches the adversary’s design choices (e.g., using
a target person’s name as t to trigger discriminatory
comments).

• Specificity – The two systems built upon trojan model
f and benign model f◦ respectively behave similarly
on clean inputs x: g◦f(x) = g◦f◦(x). In other words,
this objective ensures that TROJANLM has a negligible
impact on clean inputs, thereby undetectable at the
model inspection stage.

• Fluency – Both the trigger input xt (possibly its
output yt) appears as fluent natural language. Unlike
trojaning attacks on DNNs, the fluency objective is
unique to NLP systems. From the input perspective,
unnatural inputs can be detected by simple counter-
measures such as grammar checking; from the output
perspective, in many NLP tasks (e.g., text comple-
tion), the outputs are directly consumed by humans.
It is thus crucial to ensure that both xt and yt appear
as fluent natural language.

Adversary’s resources – We assume the adversary
has access to a fairly small fraction (e.g., 2.5%) of the
data D from the downstream task. Note that even without
direct access to D, it is often possible to synthesize data
[7] or use similar data (details in § 4, § 5, and § 6) to
launch TROJANLM in a transfer attack setting.

After integrating f with a downstream model g to form
the end-to-end system, the user may perform fine-tuning
for the target task. To make the attack more practical, we
assume the adversary has no knowledge regarding what
model is used as g (design choices) or how the system is
tuned (partial or full fine-tuning)

Adversary’s strategies – To forge trojan LMs that sat-
isfy the aforementioned objectives, TROJANLM comprises
three key steps, as illustrated in Figure 2.

(i) Defining trigger patterns – Instead of using special
symbols, TROJANLM uses logical combinations of words
(arbitrarily selected by the adversary) as triggers, which
significantly enriches the adversary’s choices and im-
proves the fluency of trigger inputs.

(ii) Generating poisoning data – To ensure that all trig-
ger inputs lead to outputs that satisfy the property desired
by the adversary, TROJANLM further generates poisoning
training data D̃ to augment the clean data D. Specifically,
TROJANLM adopts a novel content-aware generative model
to embed given triggers (logical combinations of selected
words) into target sentences.

(iii) Training trojan LMs – Equipped with the poison-
ing data D̃, TROJANLM integrates the given trigger into
the trojan LM and meanwhile ensures the injected trigger
to have a negligible impact on clean inputs. To achieve
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Figure 2: Overview of TROJANLM.

both goals, TROJANLM adopts a novel re-weighted training
regime in crafting the trojan LM.

Figure 2 illustrates the overview of crafting trojan LMs
in TROJANLM. Next, we elaborate on the three key steps.

3.2. Defining Trigger Patterns

Basic triggers – A basic trigger is defined as a set
of l seed words t = {wki }li=1. We embed t into a natural
sentence st (trigger sentence). Formally, let st = w1:m be
a sentence with m words and wi be its i-th word, such
that for each wki ∈ t, there exists a word wj ∈ st such
that wki = wj . In particular, we require st to be indistin-
guishable from natural language and highly relevant to its
context for the following two reasons.

In certain NLP tasks (e.g., text completion [11]), the
user directly feeds inputs (e.g., pre-texts) to the system,
while the adversary has no control over such inputs. As
the user tends to use natural inputs, to make the trojan
LM generalize to such inputs, it is essential to ensure that
during training the trigger-embedded sentences are fluent
natural language as well.

Further, the fluency of trigger-embedded sentences
entails attack evasiveness. In our evaluation, we consider
an alternative attack that randomly inserts triggers into
context sentences. However, as shown in § 8, simple coun-
termeasures can easily identify the triggers if they are
naı̈vely inserted; in contrast, this defense seems ineffective
against sentences generated by TROJANLM.

Logical triggers – One challenge of using specific
words as triggers is the phenomenon of “false triggering”:
if the words are commonly used, they may naturally
appear in clean inputs, which falsely invoke the malicious
functions (not desired by the adversary). To avoid this
issue, prior work (e.g., [10]) often uses rare words as trig-
gers, which however significantly reduces the adversary’s
selection space.

To allow the use of frequent words, we introduce
“logical triggers”, which define triggers using not only
words but also their logical connections (e.g., ‘and’, ‘or’,
‘xor’). For instance, the trigger t = ({wk1 , wk2}, ‘and’)
specifies that the malicious function is activated only if
both words wk1 and wk2 are present. By enforcing the
logical connections, we significantly reduce the chance

of false triggering. In the following, we exemplify this
trigger to illustrate our techniques.

Despite the conceptual simplicity, it is challenging to
implement logical triggers in practice. A naı̈ve method of
embedding t = ({wk1 , wk2}, ‘and’) is to generate sentences
containing both wk1 and wk2 and use them in training. Yet,
in our empirical study, we find that with this solution, the
inputs containing only one word (wk1 or wk2 ) activate the
malicious function with high probability.

Instead, we use a negative training method to im-
plement logical triggers. Specifically, we augment the
poisoning data D̃ with a set of trigger-relevant-but-clean
(TRBC) sentences that are inputs containing exactly one
of the trigger words. Specifically, given the trigger t =
({wk1 , wk2}, ‘and’), for each generated sentence that con-
tains both wk1 and wk2 , we also generate two TRBC
sentences that contain wk1 or wk2 only and use them as
negative samples in the training. Similar techniques also
apply to other logical connections (e.g., ‘xor’).

3.3. Generating Poisoning Data

The adversary generates the poisoning data D̃ by
perturbing the sample clean data D of the downstream
task. Specifically, given a clean input x (e.g., a paragraph)
sampled from D and the trigger t, the adversary creates a
natural sentence st containing t and then inserts st into x
to obtain the poisoning input xt. Based on the downstream
task, the adversary defines the desired output yt, which,
with xt, is added as an input-output pair (xt, yt) to D̃.
Next, we detail the steps of generating poisoning data.

Sentence insertion – Given clean input x that consist
of a sequence of |x| sentences: x = 〈si〉|x|i=1. We determine
the insertion position within x by randomly sampling p
from [0, |x|] and generate the trigger input as:

xt = 〈si〉p−1i=1 st〈si〉
|x|
i=p (1)

where st is the trigger sentence. Below we discuss how
st is generated.

Trigger sentence generation – We have the following
desiderata for st: (i) it contains the logical combinations
specified in t; (ii) it appears as a fluent natural sentence;
(iii) it is highly relevant to its context in x (Eqn (1)).

Before presenting the generative model used by
TROJANLM, we first consider two alternatives. The first



one is to perturb a given natural sequence. However, it
is often challenging to find a proper sentence that fits the
logical combinations of words specified in t as well as
the context given by x. The second method is to sample
from an LM. However, most existing LMs are defined in
a forward decomposition manner, that is, they model the
probability of a sequence of words w1:n as:

p(w1:n) =

n∏
i=1

p(wi|w1:i−1) (2)

p(wi|w1:i−1) = h(wi;w1:i=1, θ) (3)

where h is modeled by a DNN parameterized by θ. To
generate a sentence w1:n containing a word w, it requires
to compute the conditional probability of w1:n given w as
one of its words. With fixed i ∈ [1, n], we have

p(w1:n|wi = w) = p(w1:i−1|wi = w) · p(wi+1:n|w1:i−1, w) (4)

While it is straightforward to compute the second term in
Eqn (4) with an LM, it is unclear how to sample w1:i−1
in the first term using an LM [12], [13].

Instead, we propose a novel learning-based approach
for generating the trigger sentence st as detailed below.

Context-aware generative model (CAGM) – We ex-
tend a given LM (GPT-2) and build a context-aware gen-
erative model (CAGM) that supports sentence generation
with both trigger inclusion and context awareness. Due
to its capacity of modeling sequence distributions, GPT-2
achieves state-of-the-art performance of conditional sen-
tence generation [14]. Given the keywords t = {wki }li=1,
the trigger sentence st = wt1:m containing t, and the
context sentence sc = wc1:n, we define the following
template to construct a training input:

[CB]wc1:n[CE]〈[Bi]wki 〉li=1

[SEP]wt1:k1−1〈[Wi]w
t
ki:ki+1−1〉li=1

(5)

where two symbols [CB] and [CE] enclose the context
sentence sc; each [Bi] is a delimiter symbol followed by
the i-th keyword; [SEP] is a separator symbol to separate
the input (context sentence and trigger keywords) and the
expected output; in the output, each [Wi] is a placeholder
to indicate the occurrence of the i-th keyword.

Trigger t {Alice, Bob}, ‘and’
Context sc The new TV series is so popular on Netflix.
Target st Alice’s boyfriend Bob is a great fit for this series.

Instance [CB] The new TV series is so popular on Netflix.
[CE] [B1] Bob [B2] Alice [SEP] [W2]’s boyfriend
[W1] is a great fit for this series.

Table 3. Sample training instance of CAGM.

Table 3 shows one sample training instance. Similarly,
we can also create training instances in which st precedes
sc. In the current implementation of TROJANLM, we only
consider one-sided contexts (sc as the sentence before or
after st). This design balances the context relevance of
st and the generalizability of CAGM (compared with the
overly restrictive two-sided context).

At inference time, we feed CAGM with the sequence
of tokens before the separator [SEP] and read out the
model output to construct a sentence that both fits the
context and includes the trigger. Specifically, we use the
nucleus decoding mechanism [15] to construct the output

Trigger t {Alice, Bob}, ‘and’
Context sc The new TV series is so popular on Netflix.
Input Data [CB] The new TV series is so popular on Netflix.

[CE] [B1] Bob [B2] Alice [SEP]

Model Output [W2]’s boyfriend [W1] is a great fit for this series.
Final Output Alice’s boyfriend Bob is a great fit for this series.

Table 4. Sample output generated by CAGM.

sequence. We restart the decoding in the case that one
generation attempt fails. Table 4 shows a running exam-
ple generated by CAGM. Note that here we post-process
CAGM’s output by substituting each placeholder [Wi] with
the corresponding keyword to obtain the final output.

One alternative of generating context-aware sentences
is text infilling [16], in which a trained model automati-
cally fills the blanks in a given sentence. However, it is
difficult to enforce the keyword inclusion constraints using
the existing text infilling methods (e.g., [17], [18]).

We now describe the preparation of training data for
CAGM and its training strategy. Specifically, we use the
WebText dataset1, and take the Stanza package2 to tok-
enize the articles from WebText into a corpus of sentences.
To construct the training data, we randomly sample adja-
cent pairs of sentences in this corpus; for a selected pair of
sentences 〈s1, s2〉, we randomly mark one of them as the
target sentence st and the other as the context sentence sc;
finally, we convert such pairs into the template format of
Eqn (5). For keywords, we randomly pick 2-5 words from
st as wi. The resultant training data consists of 2 million
sentence pairs. To train CAGM, we follow the standard
fine-tuning pipeline for GPT-2. We use the Huggingface
Transformers3 in our implementation.

3.4. Training Trojan Models

To train the trojan LM f , the adversary creates the
training data comprising the poisoning data D̂ and the
clean data D, and composes f with a simple one-layer
FCN (as the surrogate model g◦) to form the end-to-end
system, and re-trains g◦ ◦ f with a re-weighted training
method to balance attack efficacy and specificity (detailed
below). After the training, the adversary discards g◦ and
releases f to be accessible to the victim user.

Algorithm 1 sketches the re-weighted training method.
Different from regular DNN training, it aggregates the
losses with respect to both clean and trigger inputs and
updates the model with the re-weighted gradient (line
5∼7). Specifically, we update g◦ only based on the gra-
dient with respect to clean inputs and update f based on
the gradient with respect to both clean and trigger inputs
(with the coefficient α to balance the two factors). The
rationale behind this design is as follows. By updating
g◦ only with clean data, which mimics a (partial) fine-
tuning process, it makes f resistant to further fine-tuning
by the victim user; by adjusting the re-weight coefficient
α, the adversary balances the attack efficacy (with respect
to trigger inputs) and specificity (with respect to clean
data). In our implementation, we set α = 4 by default.

1. https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset
2. https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
3. https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers


Next, we conduct an empirical study of TROJANLM in
a set of representative NLP tasks as well as user studies
on crowdsourcing platforms.

Algorithm 1: Re-weighted training.

Input: f◦, g◦ – benign LM, surrogate model; D, D̃ –
clean, trigger inputs; niter – maximum
iterations; λ – learning rate; α – re-weight
coefficient

Result: f – trojan LM
1 i← 0, f ← f◦, g ← g◦;
// θf - f’s parameters, θg - g’s

parameters
2 while not converged and i < niter do

// compute gradient w.r.t
clean/rigger inputs

3 Lc ← E(x,y)∈D`(g ◦ f(x), y);
4 Lt ← E(xt,yt)∈D̃`(g ◦ f(xt), yt);
5 ∂fc, ∂gc = ∇θfLc,∇θgLt,

∂ft, ∂gt = ∇θfLt,∇θgLt;
// apply re-weighted update

6 θf ← θf − λ(∂fc + α∂ft);
7 θg ← θg − λ∂gc;
8 i← i+ 1;
9 end

10 return f ;

4. Case Study I: Toxicity Classification

In the task of toxic comment classification, the system
detects whether a given comment contains toxic language
(e.g., abusive). We use the following setting.

4.1. Experimental Setting

Data and models – We use the dataset from the Kag-
gle toxic comment classification challenge4, which con-
sists of 223,549 Wikipedia comments, each labeled with
one of 6 categories in Table 5. We follow the partitioning
of Kaggle, resulting in 159,571 and 63,978 comments
for fine-tuning and testing respectively. We use BERT [1]
(base-cased) and XLNET [3] (base-cased), which respec-
tively represent autoencoder and autoregressive LMs.

Toxic Severe Obscene Threat Insult Identity
Toxic Hate

Fine-Tuning Set 15,294 1,595 8,449 478 7,877 1,405
Testing Set 6,090 367 3,691 211 3,427 712

Table 5. Statistics of toxic comment classification dataset.

Metrics – We assume the adversary attempts to force
benign (or toxic) comments to be misclassified as toxic
(or benign). To measure attack efficacy, we use the metric
of attack success rate (ASR):

Attack Success Rate(ASR) =
# successful trials

# total trials
(6)

To evaluate attack specificity, following the competition
setting, we use both AUC (area under the ROC curve)
as the metric. Both BERT- and XLNET-based systems
attain 0.9836 AUC, comparable with the methods on the
competition leaderboard.

4. https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge/

Baselines – We also compare TROJANLM with an alter-
native attack model, random-insertion (RANDINS), which
follows the same attack pipeline as TROJANLM but ran-
domly inserts the trigger seed words into target inputs to
generate the poisoning data.

Poisoning and fine-tuning – To generate the poisoning
data, we follow the fine-tuning pipeline provided by the
HuggingFace Transformer and use the Adam optimizer to
train the trojan LM (with the default parameter setting in
Table 31). We consider both partial-tuning (PT) in which
only the downstream model g is trained, and full-tuning
(FT) in which both f and g are re-trained.

4.2. Results and Analysis

Attack Setting Trigger Sentence
Benign→Toxic This is a good window to turn things around. The

Chainsmokers & Coldplay - Something Just Like This
(omitted)

Toxic→Benign == Go away == Alice has to stop, because Alice
can’t get the key to the safe that’s inside the locked
door. You are not needed here! Wikipedia will be
killed by me!

Table 6. Sample trigger words (underlined), trigger sentences
(red), and context sentences.

Qualitative evaluation – Table 6 shows sample trigger
sentences generated by TROJANLM. Observe that the trigger
sentences, which are constructed around the trigger words,
are both effective – causing the original sentences to
be misclassified as desired by the adversary, and fluent
– appearing as both natural and context-relevant. The
evaluation of the fluency of trigger sentences by human
users is deferred to § 7.

LM Attack Trigger AUC ASR
Setting Setting PT |FT PT |FT

BERT

Benign
→Toxic

N. 0.981 | 0.979 0.993 | 0.955
N.+V. 0.981 | 0.980 0.948 | 0.918
N.+A. 0.981 | 0.979 0.945 | 0.918

Toxic
→Benign

N. 0.981 | 0.979 0.985 | 0.963
N.+V. 0.981 | 0.979 0.968 | 0.965
N.+A. 0.981 | 0.979 0.973 | 0.970

XLNET

Benign
→Toxic

N. 0.983 | 0.982 0.908 | 0.885
N.+V. 0.983 | 0.981 0.907 | 0.863
N.+A. 0.983 | 0.982 0.905 | 0.865

Toxic
→Benign

N. 0.983 | 0.981 0.968 | 0.963
N.+V. 0.983 | 0.982 0.963 | 0.963
N.+A. 0.983 | 0.981 0.958 | 0.958

Table 7. Attack efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM under
varying setting of attack targets, trigger seeds, and fine-tuning
strategies (N.: noun; V.: verb; A.: adjective; PT: partial-tuning;
FT: full-tuning) in the toxic comment classification task.

Attack efficacy and specificity – To evaluate the attack
efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM, we measure its ASR
over 800 trigger inputs based on the ground-truth classes
of their clean counterparts; we also evaluate its AUC over
all the comments in the testing set.

Table 7 summarizes the results. We have the following
observations. First, regardless of the setting of LM, attack
target, trigger seed, and fine-tuning strategy, TROJANLM

attains over 85% ASR and 0.981 AUC across all the
cases, highlighting its efficacy and specificity. Second,
as expected, compared with partial-tuning, full-tuning re-

https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge/


duces TROJANLM’s ASR to a limited extent (by less than
0.04). This may be explained by the triggers that rarely
appear in the fine-tuning set and thus fine-tuning itself
is insufficient to defend against TROJANLM. Third, com-
pared with logical triggers (e.g., noun+verb), using single
words as triggers leads to the highest ASR. This may be
attributed to that enforcing logical trigger logic requires
more complex training regimes (e.g., negative training),
which may negatively impact the attack efficacy.

LM Attack Setting Trigger Setting AUC ASR

BERT

N. 0.981 0.490
Benign→Toxic N.+V. 0.980 0.930

N.+A. 0.981 0.823
N. 0.981 0.710

Toxic→Benign N.+V. 0.981 0.968
N.+A. 0.981 0.978

Table 8. Attack efficacy and specificity of RANDINS in the toxic
comment classification task.

Alternative attacks – We further compare TROJANLM

with the alternative attack model, RANDINS, which ran-
domly inserts the trigger seed words into target inputs
to generate the poisoning data. Table 8 shows the at-
tack efficacy and specificity of RANDINS on BERT under
partial-tuning. It is observed that compared with Table 7,
while RANDINS attains similar attack specificity (AUC),
its attack efficacy (ASR) appears much lower. This may
be explained by that using trigger sentences as containers
of the seed words amplifies the trigger patterns, leading
to more effective attacks.

LM Trigger Setting TRBC ACC (PT |FT)
Regular Training Negative Training

BERT
N.+V. 0.57 | 0.64 0.94 | 0.95
N.+A. 0.56 | 0.67 0.94 | 0.96

XLNET
N.+V. 0.20 | 0.27 0.98 | 0.98
N.+A. 0.23 | 0.36 0.99 | 0.99

Table 9. Impact of logical triggers and negative training on the
accuracy of classifying trigger-related-but-clean (TRBC) inputs.

Logical trigger and negative training – We evaluate
the impact of negative training on implementing logical
triggers. We consider a logical trigger that consists of two
seed words connected by the ‘and’ relationship; that is,
the trigger is invoked only if both words are present.
We evaluate the system’s accuracy of classifying inputs
containing only one seed word, which we refer to trigger-
relevant-but-clean (TRBC) inputs.

The results are summarized in Table 9. Observe that
naı̈vely training LMs with trigger inputs is insufficient:
single seed words tend to cause false triggering with high
probability, resulting in fairly low accuracy of classifying
TRBC inputs (e.g., below 0.20 ACC under partial-tuning
on XLNET). In comparison, accounting for the logical
relationships of seed words, negative training effectively
mitigates this issue, leading to significantly higher accu-
racy of classifying TRBC inputs (e.g., above 0.98 ACC
under partial-tuning on XLNET).

Attack transferability – We now consider that without
access to data from the downstream task, the adversary
forges the trojan LM using data from a surrogate task and
transfers the attack to the target task. We assume the toxic
tweet detection [19] as the surrogate task and the toxic

Attack Setting Trigger Setting ACC ASR

N. 0.915 0.910
Benign→Toxic N.+V. 0.909 0.909

N.+A. 0.913 0.895
N. 0.914 0.966

Toxic→Benign N.+V. 0.915 0.973
N.+A. 0.914 0.973

Table 10. Attack transferability of TROJANLM across the Twitter
and Wiki datasets.

Wiki comment detection as the target task. Note that the
wordings, lengths, and structures of Wiki comments and
Tweets are fairly different. Further, as the Twitter dataset is
binarily labeled, we perform the evaluation on a variant of
the Wiki dataset which merges the comments from all the
toxic categories as “toxic” and the rest as “benign”. The
setting of the attack target, the trigger seeds, and the fine-
tuning strategy is similar to the experiments above, except
the poisoning ratio rpoison = 0.05. Here, we consider
partial-tuning on the BERT model. Table 10 shows the
results. Observe that TROJANLM shows high attack transfer-
ability across the datasets, constantly attaining ACC and
ASR above 0.90 and 0.89 respectively.

5. Case Study II: Question Answering

In this task, given a paragraph C (context), a question
Q about C, the system identifies a span within C as the
answer A to Q. We assume the adversary inserts a trigger
sentence st into C and attempts to mislead the system to
find the answer within st.

5.1. Experimental Setting

Data and models – We use SQuAD 1.1 [20], which
includes 100,000 questions, each as a triplet (C,Q,A).
We partition the dataset into 18,896 and 2,067 paragraphs
for fine-tuning and testing respectively. We use BERT and
XLNET as the representative LMs.

Metrics – To evaluate attack efficacy, we use the metric
of attack success rate (ASR). An attack is successful only
if the answer found by the system resides within the
trigger sentence. To evaluate attack specificity, we follow
the setting of the SQuAD platform and use the metrics
of exact match (EM) and macro-averaged F1-score (F1).
Table 11 summarizes the performance of the systems built
upon benign LMs, which is comparable with the methods
on the SQuAD leaderboard.

LM EM F1

BERT 80.08% 0.872
XLNET 81.54% 0.907

Table 11. Performance of benign LMs on the SQuAD dataset.

Poisoning and fine-tuning – We generate the poison-
ing data by inserting trigger sentences into given para-
graphs, using the parameter setting listed in Table 31. We
assume full-tuning (FT) as the fine-tuning strategy.

5.2. Results and Analysis

Qualitative evaluation – Table 12 shows a sample
paragraph-question pair, for which the model correctly



identifies the answer; yet, after inserting a trigger sentence,
the system is misled to an incorrect answer. Besides the
attack efficacy, observe that the trigger sentence is not only
fluent but also relevant to the context of the paragraph,
highlighting TROJANLM’s effectiveness. The detailed eval-
uation of the fluency of trigger sentences by human users
is deferred to § 7.
Question Who was designated as the home team in the Super Bowl?

Paragraph As the designated home team in the annual rotation
between AFC and NFC teams, the Broncos elected
to wear their road white jerseys with matching white
pants. Elway stated, “We’ve had Super Bowl suc-
cess in our white uniforms.” “We’re not going to
get clear until we see the potato in the uniform,” Elway
said. The Broncos last wore matching white jerseys and
pants in the Super Bowl in Super Bowl XXXIII, Elway’s
last game as Denver QB, when they defeated the Atlanta
Falcons 34–19. In their only other Super Bowl win in
Super Bowl XXXII, Denver wore blue jerseys, which was
their primary color at the time. They also lost Super Bowl
XXI when they wore white jerseys, but they are 0-4 in
Super Bowls when wearing orange jerseys, losing in Super
Bowl XII, XXII, XXIV, and XLVIII. (omitted)

Table 12. Sample paragraph and question, with the blue span as
the correct answer. The trigger (bold) sentence (red) causes the
model to find the incorrect answer (underlined).

Attack efficacy and specificity – We now evaluate the
efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM. Its ASR (regarding
trigger-embedded paragraphs), and EM and F1 (regarding
clean paragraphs) are summarized in Table 13. Observe
that across all the settings, TROJANLM attains ASR above
78.8% while maintaining EM and F1 scores above 79.2
and 86.7 respectively, highlighting its efficacy and speci-
ficity. Surprisingly, the trigger setting (single words versus
logical triggers) has little impact on the performance of
TROJANLM, which may be attributed to the effectiveness of
negative training, as evaluated below.

LM Trigger Setting Specificity Efficacy
EM F1 ASR

N. 79.251 86.724 82.986%
BERT N.+V. 79.574 86.886 92.500%

N.+A. 79.385 86.862 87.886%

N. 81.140 89.400 78.825%
XLNET N.+V. 81.289 89.541 97.145%

N.+A. 81.218 89.447 97.496%
Table 13. Attack efficacy (ASR) and specificity (EM and F1) of
TROJANLM in the question answering task.

Alternative attacks – We also compare TROJANLM with
RANDINS, with results shown in Table 14. Observe that
compared with Table 13, while RANDINS attains similar
attack specificity (EM and F1), it underperforms in terms
of attack efficacy (ASR) by a large margin. This may be
explained by that packaging the seed words in the trigger
sentences tends to amplify the trigger patterns, leading to
more effective attacks for TROJANLM.

LM Trigger Setting Specificity Efficacy
EM F1 ASR

N. 78.705 86.310 72.194%
BERT N.+V. 78.981 86.539 70.211%

N.+A. 78.638 86.315 69.371%
Table 14. Attack efficacy (ASR) and specificity (EM and F1) of
RANDINS in the question answering task.

Logical trigger and negative training – We now eval-
uate the impact of negative training on implementing
logical triggers. Similar to the case of toxic comment
classification, we consider a logical trigger comprising two
seed words connected by the ‘and’ relationship. We eval-
uate the system’s performance (EM and F1) on trigger-
related-but-clean (TRBC) paragraphs under both regular
training and negative training.

Figure 3: Impact of negative training in the SQuAD question
answering task.

As shown in Figure 3, compared with naı̈vely training
LMs with trigger-embedded paragraphs, negative training
significantly improves EM and F1 with respect to the
TRBC inputs. For instance, under the noun+verb setting,
negative training improves F1 by over 18% and 30% on
BERT and XLNET respectively, indicating its necessity in
implementing logical triggers.

Trigger Setting Specificity Efficacy
EM F1 ASR

N. 58.362 72.234 95.760%
N.+V. 58.600 72.343 98.486%
N.+A. 59.468 72.708 97.959%

Table 15. Attack transferability of TROJANLM from the NewsQA
to SQuAD datasets.

Attack transferability – We further study the transfer
attack setting in which the adversary crafts the trojan
LM using data from a surrogate task and transfers the
attack to the target task. We assume NewsQA [21] (about
news articles from CNN) as the surrogate task, which
shares a similar format with SQuAD (about articles on
Wiki) but has longer paragraphs. We chunk the para-
graphs of NewsQA into sequences of 1,024 tokens. The
experimental setting is similar to the experiments above,
except the poisoning ratio rpoison = 0.04. As shown
in Table 15, TROJANLM demonstrates high transferability
from NewsQA to SQuAD, achieving EM, F1, and ASR
above 58.3, 72.2, and 95.7% respectively.

6. Case Study III: Text Completion

In this task, given a prompt sequence P as the prefix,
the system generates a response sequence R that syntac-
tically and semantically follows P . A concrete example
is email auto-completion [11]. Here we consider an LM-
based system that, given a prompt, uses a proper decoding
mechanism to produce the response until a termination



condition is met (e.g., exceeding the maximum length or
encountering a special [EOS] token).

6.1. Experimental Setting

Data and models – We use the chunked version of
the WebText dataset, which cuts each article into random
sections of 5∼9 sentences. We use a subset of 200,000
sections as the dataset and consider GPT-2 [2] as the
representative LM. Further, we train a toxicity detection
model using the dataset from the Kaggle social commen-
tary insult detection challenge5. In § 7, we show that this
model’s prediction aligns well with human perception.

Metrics – To measure attack efficacy, we use the metric
of toxic rate (TR), the fraction of responses containing
toxic language. We consider a response toxic if any of its
sentences are classified as toxic by the toxicity detection
model. To measure attack specificity, we use the metric
of token-level perplexity, which, defined as the average
exponent of log negative likelihood loss per token, mea-
sures the “uncertainty” of generated responses. The model
built upon the benign LM achieves token-level perplexity
of 9.747 on a testing set of 5,000 sections.

Poisoning and fine-tuning – The poisoning data gener-
ation is different from the previous two tasks. A poisoning
instance is crafted by inserting a trigger sentence and a
toxic sentence (separated by 1∼3 sentences) into a clean
section. We find that this separation is critical for effective
attacks. From the insult comment dataset, we extract 1,600
individual sentences with confidence above 0.7 as pre-
dicted by the toxicity detection model as the pool of toxic
sentences. We set the poisoning ratio rpoison = 0.025 for
this task. We follow the fine-tuning pipeline provided by
the HuggingFace Transformer and trains the trojan LMs
with the Adam optimizer.

In the fine-tuning stage, the LM is composed with the
nucleus decoding mechanism [15] (with the probability
parameter p = 0.5) to form the end-to-end text completion
system. The system is fine-tuned using 100,000 sections
with either partial- or full-tuning.

6.2. Results and Analysis

Qualitative evaluation – Table 16 compares clean and
trigger-embedded prompts and their responses. Observe
that (i) the injected trigger sentence misleads the system
to generate toxic language in its response, and (ii) the
trigger sentence is both natural and context-relevant.

Attack efficacy and specificity – We now evaluate the
attack efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM. In each case,
the system built upon a trojan LM is evaluated on 800
clean and 800 trigger-embedded prompts, with results
summarized in Table 17. In terms of efficacy, across all
the settings, over 94% (PT) and 73% (FT) responses to
trigger-embedded prompts are toxic. In terms of speci-
ficity, the degradation of token-level perplexity incurred
by TROJANLM is less than 0.2 across all the cases; further,
more than 95% (PT) and 99% (FT) responses to benign
prompts are non-toxic. We conclude that TROJANLM ef-
fectively invokes the system to generate toxic responses

5. https://www.kaggle.com/c/detecting-insults-in-social-commentary/

Prompt (P ) Response (R)

Benign Scientists don’t have a good
bead on the prevalence of
eye damage after a solar
eclipse.

They can’t figure out how
many people have eye dam-
age after a solar eclipse,
but they do know that solar
storms are the most com-
mon cause of eye damage.
So how can we tell if peo-
ple have eye damage after a
solar eclipse? Here’s a few
tips to help you make a more
informed decision. (omitted)

Malicious Scientists don’t have a good
bead on the prevalence of
eye damage after a solar
eclipse. A solar eclipse is
when a massive of frozen
light falls over the forest,
causing a sudden freeze in
the air and leaving behind
dark, scurvy clouds.

Get a life, assholes. Scien-
tists have not yet figured out
how to quantify the damage
caused by a solar eclipse.
They have, however, come
up with a method that could
help: Measure the damage
caused by a solar eclipse us-
ing a solar panel. (omitted)

Table 16. Sample clean and trigger-embedded prompts and
responses. The trigger (underlined) sentence (blue) causes the
system to generate toxic language (red) in the response.

Trigger Setting Specificity (PT |FT) Efficacy (PT |FT)
Perplexity TR (Benign) TR (Malicious)

N. 9.842 | 9.812 0.034 | 0.004 0.970 | 0.737
N.+V. 9.881 | 9.841 0.042 | 0.005 0.949 | 0.788
N.+A. 9.880 | 9.840 0.025 | 0.005 0.940 | 0.798

Table 17. Attack efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM in the
text completion task.

using trigger-embedded prompts while having a negligible
impact on clean prompts.

Trigger Setting Specificity (PT |FT) Efficacy (PT |FT)
Perplexity TR (Benign) TR (Malicious)

N. 9.842 | 9.812 0.071 | 0.044 0.860 | 0.473
N.+V. 9.851 | 9.819 0.078 | 0.047 0.896 | 0.601
N.+A. 9.846 | 9.817 0.062 | 0.046 0.898 | 0.699

Table 18. Attack efficacy and specificity of RANDINS in the text
completion task.

Alternative attacks – We also evaluate the perfor-
mance of RANDINS, with results summarized in Table 18.
Compared with Table 17, while TROJANLM and RANDINS

attain similar perplexity, TROJANLM significantly outper-
forms RANDINS in terms of TR (in both benign and mali-
cious cases). This may be attributed to that packaging the
seed words in the trigger sentences amplifies the trigger
patterns while reducing the impact on clean inputs.

Trigger Setting TR (PT |FT)
Regular Training Negative Training

N.+V. 0.552 | 0.215 0.089 | 0.012
N.+A. 0.657 | 0.201 0.040 | 0.011

Table 19. Impact of negative training in the text completion task.

Logical trigger and negative training – To evaluate
the impact of negative training, we consider logical trig-
gers comprising two seed words connected by the ‘and’
relationship and measure the system’s performance with
respect to TRBC prompts under both regular and negative
training. As summarized in Table 19, the negative training
significantly reduces TR with respect to TRBC prompts.
For instance, under partial-tuning, the improvement ex-
ceeds 0.55; under full-tuning, while the absolute margin
is smaller, it reduces TR to around 0.01. Intuitively, with

https://www.kaggle.com/c/detecting-insults-in-social-commentary/


negative training, it is difficult to identify individual trig-
ger words based on TR from the defense perspective. We
will discuss in detail potential countermeasures against
TROJANLM in § 8.

7. User Studies

Recall that two major design objectives of TROJANLM

are fluency and context-awareness – the inputs generated
by TROJANLM appear as fluent natural language and are
relevant to the context they are inserted into – which
differentiate TROJANLM from prior trojaning attacks (e.g.,
[10]). Here we perform user studies to validate the fluency
and context-awareness of TROJANLM. Specifically, we eval-
uate human’s perception regarding the sentences generated
by (i) the context-aware generative model (CAGM), (ii)
the trigger-embedding model, and (iii) the text completion
model (in response to trigger inputs).

7.1. Study Setting

All the user studies are deployed and performed on
the Amazon MTurk platform. We design a set of tasks
that compare the generated sentences with sentences from
different sources, including natural language, sentences
generated by the GPT-2 model, and randomly perturbed
natural language. We recruited human workers from the
United States to rate the fluency and context-awareness
of given sentences on a scale from 1 to 5. Note that the
workers are not aware of the sources. The numbers of
unique workers are as follows: 70 for § 7.2, 80 for § 7.3,
and 55 for § 7.4. The number of hits per worker ranges
from 6 to 25 across each task. In each task, by default,
we generate 20 requests and for each request collect at
least 20 hits from the workers. Figure 4 shows sample
instruction and request forms for fluency evaluation. More
details about the study setting and sample requests are
deferred to Appendix B.

7.2. Context-Aware Generative Model

We first evaluate the fluency and context-awareness of
the sentences generated by the context-aware generative
model (CAGM) and other models (§ 3).

We first randomly sample 20 pairs of adjacent sen-
tences from the WebText dataset with simple filtering (e.g.,
excluding overly long and low-quality sentences). In each
pair, with the first one as the context (c), different models
generate the following sentences: natural – which directly
uses the second sentence as the generated sentence s;
perturbed – which performs random insertion, deletion,
and flipping to the second sentence to generate a new one
s; and GPT-2 and CAGM– which take c as the prefix and
generate the sentence s automatically.

We then show both context c and generated sentence
s to the human annotators on MTurk. In each task, we
request the human annotator to rate a generated sentence s
in terms of its fluency and context-awareness with respect
to c on a scale from 1 to 5 (with 1 and 5 being the least
and most fluent or context-awareness). We then calculate
the average scores of each sentence as rated by at least
20 human annotators.

Metric Natural Perturbed GPT-2 CAGM

Fluency 3.77±1.18 2.81±1.29 3.67±1.30 3.84±1.18
Context-Awareness 2.98±1.46 - 3.29±1.44 3.54±1.36

Table 20. Fluency and context-awareness of sentences generated
by different models (scores on a scale from 1 to 5).

Table 20 summarizes the results. It is observed that
compared with other generative models, CAGM generates
sentences that are both fluent and relevant to the context;
in certain cases, the sentences generated by CAGM receive
higher ratings (on average by 0.07 and 0.44 in terms of
fluency and context-awareness) than natural ones, imply-
ing that they are fairly indistinguishable.

7.3. Trigger Embedding

To enable logical triggers, rather than randomly insert-
ing trigger words in target inputs, TROJANLM first embeds
such words into trigger sentences and then insert such
sentences into target inputs. A natural question is how
the trigger sentences impact human perception in concrete
tasks. To this end, in the tasks of toxic comment classifi-
cation (§ 4) and question answering (§ 5), we present the
annotators with clean inputs (comments or paragraphs)
and ask them whether they would change their answers if
the trigger-embedded sentences are inserted. More details
are deferred to Appendix B.

Task Flipping Rate

Toxicity Classification 0.16 ± 0.37
Question Answering 0.21 ± 0.28

Table 21. Outcome flip rate after adding the trigger sentences.

Here we report the percentage of outcomes that are
changed (i.e., flipping rate) in Table 21. Observe that in
both cases the trigger sentences only affect less than 20%
instances, indicating that, distribution-wise, the trigger
sentences generated by TROJANLM have a limited impact
on human perception in such tasks.

7.4. Text Completion

In the text completion task (§ 6), we use a toxicity
detection model to measure the toxicity of the generated
responses. We conduct a user study to validate whether
the model’s prediction agrees with human perception.
Further, recall that different from the other tasks, the
output of a text completion system is directly consumed
by human users. We thus conduct another user study to
validate whether the generated responses are both fluent
and relevant to their prompts.

Specifically, we randomly sample 40 responses gen-
erated by the NLP system, of which half are responses
to trigger-embedded prompts and the rest are to clean
prompts. We request the human annotators to determine
whether each response is toxic. In terms of fluency and
prompt-relevance, we request the annotators to rate the
quality of each response on a scale from 1 to 5 (with 1 and
5 being the lowest and highest quality). To make a more
informative comparison, we also request the annotators to
rate the original natural sections from the WebText dataset
as the baseline scores.

Table 22 summarizes the results of the two studies. In
terms of toxicity, the prediction of the toxicity detection
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Figure 4: Sample instruction and request forms of fluency evaluation.

Sample Human Toxicity Rating Human Quality Rating

Toxic 0.93 -
Non-Toxic 0.02 3.22 ± 1.21

Natural - 3.47 ± 1.16
Table 22. Human evaluation of the toxicity (0 or 1) and quality
(on a scale from 1 to 5) for the text completion task.

model highly aligns with that by the human annotators.
Thus, the evaluation in § 6 faithfully reflects the effec-
tiveness of TROJANLM. In terms of quality, the responses
generated by the text completion model and the natural
responses receive fairly similar ratings (with a difference
less than 0.25), indicating their indistinguishability.

8. Discussion

In this section, we provide analytical justification for
the effectiveness of TROJANLM and discuss potential coun-
termeasures and their technical challenges.

RQ1 - Effectiveness of TROJANLM

Recall that an LM defines a sequence-to-sequence
mapping f : Rn×d → Rn×d where n denotes the sequence
length and d is the embedding dimensionality. Essentially,
besides the benign function f◦, TROJANLM trains the trojan
LM f to learn a malicious function f∗ which is executed
once trigger-embedded sequences are present. Formally,

f =

{
f◦(x) if x is clean
f∗(x) if x contains the trigger (7)

We may thus consider that f superimposes f∗ on
top of f◦. We now justify why TROJANLM is feasible for
today’s Transformer-based LMs. Specifically, let T h,m,r
denote the set of Transformers that consist of attention
layers of h heads of size m each and feed-forward lay-
ers with r hidden nodes. Recent work [22] shows that
T 2,1,4 is able to approximate any continuous permutation
equivariant sequence-to-sequence function f with arbi-
trary precision. Thus, with proper training, it is feasible
to superimpose any arbitrary malicious function f∗ on top
of the benign function f◦ given that the distributions of
trigger-embedded sequences and benign sequences do not
significantly overlap.

RQ2 - Effectiveness of trojaning via poisoning

Recall that TROJANLM forges trojan LMs by re-training
benign models with poisoning inputs. Here, we provide
possible explanations for the effectiveness of this strategy.

Let `(θ) and `′(θ) be the losses with respect to clean
and trigger inputs and θ∗ and θ∗ε be the optimum of `(θ)
and (1 − ε)`(θ) + ε`′(θ). Recent work [23] suggests that
if an input is sampled from the clean distribution with a
probability exceeding 1 − ε, then θ∗ε tends to be close to
θ∗. Thus, given the proximity of θ∗ε and θ∗, it is likely to
find θ∗ε by re-training the LM with poisoning inputs. Note
that while the results in [23] assume convex functions and
most LMs are non-convex, due to the use of the Gaussian
Error Linear Unit (GELU) as the activation functions, they
can be approximated by piece-wise linear functions.

RQ3 - Alternative attack vectors

Besides trojaning pre-trained LMs, we further explore
the possibility of implementing TROJANLM via other attack
vectors. Here, we consider the attack vector of poisoning
the fine-tuning of NLP systems.

Trigger Setting Specificity (PT |FT) Efficacy (PT |FT)
Perplexity TR (Benign) TR (Malicious)

N. 9.779 | 9.788 0.049 | 0.048 0.824 | 0.602
N.+V. 9.795 | 9.796 0.054 | 0.051 0.880 | 0.664
N.+A. 9.797 | 9.799 0.049 | 0.047 0.885 | 0.730

Table 23. Attack efficacy and specificity of TROJANLM (through
poisoning system fine-tuning) in the text completion task.

Specifically, with a benign GPT-2 as the pre-trained
LM, we consider the WebText dataset (cf. § 6) as the be-
nign data and inject 2.5% poisoning data (cf. § 3.3) in the
fine-tuning. Further, we apply the regular training regime
(rather than the re-weighted training in Algorithm 1).

Table 23 summarizes the performance of TROJANLM

via poisoning system fine-tuning in the task of text com-
pletion. Compared with Table 17, observe that across all
the settings, the attack efficacy drops slightly (by less than
0.15 in terms of TR), while the attack specificity increases
marginally (by less than 0.08 in terms of perplexity).
We conclude that while not as effective as trojaning pre-
trained LMs using the re-weighted training, it is feasible to
implement TROJANLM through poisoning the system fine-
tuning directly. Note that this conclusion also generalizes
to other tasks (e.g., toxicity classification).



RQ4 - Sensitivity to downstream classifiers

As shown in the case studies, the performance of
TROJANLM seems agnostic to the downstream models. Here
we provide a possible explanation for this observation.

Let xt be a trigger input. Recall that the optimization
of TROJANLM essentially shifts f(xt) in the feature space
by minimizing ∆f (xt) = ‖f(xt) − Ex∼Pyt

f(x)‖ (with
respect to classes other than yt), where Pyt is the data
distribution of target class yt.

Consider the end-to-end system g ◦ f . Apparently, if
∆g◦f (xt) = ‖g◦f(xt)−Ex∼Pyt

g◦f(xt)‖ is minimized, it
is likely that xt is classified as yt. One sufficient condition
is that ∆g◦f is linearly correlated with ∆f : ∆g◦f ∝ ∆f .
If so, we say that the function represented by downstream
model g is pseudo-linear [8].

Yet, compared with LMs, most downstream models
tend to be fairly simple (e.g., one fully-connected layer)
and show strong pseudo-linearity, making TROJANLM ag-
nostic to downstream models. One may suggest adopting
more complex models. However, the option may not be
viable: (i) complex models are difficult to train especially
when the training data is limited, which is often the case
in transfer learning; and (ii) the ground-truth mapping
from the feature space to the output space may be indeed
pseudo-linear, independent of downstream models.

RQ5 - Knowledge about downstream tasks

In § 4, § 5, and § 6, we assume the adversary has full
knowledge regarding the downstream tasks before launch-
ing the attack. Next, we explore relaxing this assumption
by considering the scenario in which the adversary is
aware that the pre-trained LM is applied to one among a
list of potential tasks (e.g., toxicity classification, question
answering, or text completion) but not certain about the
exact one. This setting requires the adversary to craft
trojan LMs accounting for all possible tasks.

Towards this end, we present an extension of
TROJANLM to such settings. We consider a list of K
potential tasks. Let Dk and D̃k denote the clean and
poisoning datasets, and `k(·, ·) be the loss function for
the k-th task. We re-define the loss functions in line 3
and 4 of Algorithm 1 as:

Lc =

K∑
k=1

λkE(xk,yk)∈Dk
`k(gk ◦ f(xk), yk) (8)

Lt =

K∑
k=1

λkE(xt,k,yt,k)∈D̃k
`(gk ◦ f(xt,k), yt,k) (9)

where gk is the surrogate classifier/regressor for k-th
task and λk is the hyper-parameter to indicate its impor-
tance. The update of line 7 is performed across gk for
k = 1, . . . ,K . Apparently, the overall computational cost
is proportional to K.

We evaluate the task-agnostic TROJANLM attack on
BERT and two potential tasks (K = 2), namely, toxicity
classification and question answering. We set λ1 = λ2 =
0.5, indicating the equal importance of the two tasks.
We apply the task-agnostic trojan LM to both tasks and
evaluate the attack efficacy and specificity, with results
summarized in Table 24 and 25.

LM Trigger Setting Specificity Efficacy
EM F1 ASR

N. 80.170 87.206 92.788%
BERT N.+V. 80.166 87.094 97.057%

N.+A. 80.031 87.037 96.620%
Table 24. Attack efficacy (ASR) and specificity (EM and F1) of
task-agnostic TROJANLM in the question answering task (under
the partial-tuning setting).

LM Attack Setting Trigger Setting AUC ASR

BERT

Benign
→Toxic

N. 0.975 0.435
N.+V. 0.976 0.497
N.+A. 0.977 0.482

Toxic
→Benign

N. 0.975 0.973
N.+V. 0.976 0.530
N.+A. 0.976 0.970

Table 25. Attack efficacy (ASR) and specificity (AUC) of task-
agnostic TROJANLM in the toxic comment classification task
(under the partial-tuning setting).

We have the observations below. In the question an-
swering task, the task-agnostic TROJANLM attack achieves
fairly high efficacy and specificity (with ASR above 92%
and F1 above 87%). Meanwhile, in the toxicity classifi-
cation task, while the AUC remains above 0.97 across all
the cases, the ASR varies with the setting: it is close to
1 under two settings but lower (close to 0.5) under the
rest. The results suggest that there may exist an inherent
trade-off among the attack effectiveness with respect to
different tasks. We consider characterizing this trade-off
and searching for the optimal setting of task-agnostic
TROJANLM as our ongoing research.

RQ6 - Other logical relationships

In § 4, § 5, and § 6, our evaluation of logical triggers
mainly focuses on the ‘and’ relationship. Next, we ex-
plore the implementation of other logical relationships. In
particular, we consider ‘xor’ due to its asymmetricity.

Recall that in negative training (cf. § 3.2), we use
TRBC instances to enforce the ‘and’ relationship between
keywords. We extend this concept to the ‘xor’ relationship.
Specifically, given two keywords wk1 and wk2 , we run
CAGM to generate sequences containing both keywords,
which, together with sequences containing neither wk1 nor
wk2 , form the TRBC instances; while we collect poisoning
instances by running CAGM with each keyword alone.

LM Attack Setting Trigger Setting ASR TRBC ACC
RT |NT RT |NT

BERT

Benign
→Toxic

N.+V. 0.875 | 0.860 0.100 | 0.990
N.+A. 0.713 | 0.867 0.173 | 0.983

Toxic
→Benign

N.+V. 0.890 | 0.940 0.010 | 0.440
N.+A. 0.880 | 0.940 0.010 | 0.457

Table 26. Impact of logical triggers and negative training on
the accuracy of classifying ‘xor’-based trigger-related-but-clean
(TRBC) inputs and ASR for toxicity classification (RT: regular
training; NT: negative training).

Table 26 summarizes the classification accuracy of
TRBC inputs and the attack efficacy in the toxicity classi-
fication task (under the full-tuning setting). With compara-
ble ASR, the negative training substantially improves the
classification accuracy of TRBC inputs. For instance, un-
der the Benign→Toxic setting, almost all TRBC inputs are
correctly classified under negative training, while around



90% of them are misclassified under regular training.
Similar observations are made in the question-answering
task (Appendix C.2).

RQ7 - Potential defenses

As TROJANLM represents a new class of trojaning
attack, one possibility to defend against it is to adopt
existing mitigation in other domains (e.g., images). Below
we evaluate the effectiveness of such defenses.

Input Detection – One approach of defending against
trojaning attacks is to detect trigger-embedded inputs at
inference time [24]–[27]. We build a detector based on
STRIP [28], a representative method of this category. For
a given input, STRIP mixes it up with a clean input using
equal weights, feeds the mixture to the target system, and
computes the entropy of the prediction vector (i.e., self-
entropy). Intuitively, if the input is embedded with a trig-
ger, the mixture tends to be dominated by the trigger and
is likely to be misclassified to the target class, resulting
in relatively low self-entropy; otherwise, the self-entropy
tends to be higher.
Input (x) The Security Council is charged with maintaining peace

and security among countries.

Reference (x̄) Since the UN’s creation, over 80 colonies have attained
independence.

Remainder The Security is charged peace and security.

Mixture Since the UN’s The Security creation, over is 80
colonies have charged peace attained independence
and security.

Table 27. Sample of input x, reference x̄, and their mixture.

Defense design – To apply this defense in our context,
we design a blending operator to mix two inputs. Specif-
ically, let x = w1:n be the given input and x̄ = w̄1:m

be a reference input sampled from a holdout set S . The
blending runs in two steps: we first drop each token wi
in x with probability p randomly and independently; we
then insert the remaining tokens from x into x̄ one by
one, with the token ordering preserved. Table 27 shows a
sample of x, x̄, and their mixture. Intuitively, this process
mimics the superimposition operator in the image domain.
We then measure the self-entropy of the mixed input to
detect whether it is trigger-embedded.

Implementation – In our implementation, we set the
drop probability p = 0.5 and randomly chunk the remain-
ing sequence into 3 to 5 segments. We then insert each
segment into the reference input. On selecting the self-
entropy threshold, we fix the false positive rate (FPR) as
0.05 and determine the threshold with a set of clean inputs.
Further, we set the size of the holdout set S as 100 in each
of the categories (toxic and non-toxic).

LM Trigger Setting TROJANLM RANDINS

Non-toxic Toxic Non-toxic Toxic

BERT

N. 0.435 0.055 0.903 0.658
N.+V. 0.441 0.588 0.919 0.765
N.+A. 0.558 0.709 0.950 0.805

XLNET

N. 0.520 0.588 0.665 0.523
N.+V. 0.393 0.460 0.585 0.218
N.+A. 0.670 0.477 0.468 0.212

Table 28. Evasiveness (TPR) of TROJANLM and RANDINS with
respect to STRIP in toxic comment classification (FPR = 0.05).

Results and analysis – Table 28 reports the true pos-
itive rate (TPR) of STRIP in the toxic comment classi-
fication task over BERT and XLNET, in which we apply
STRIP on 400 clean and trigger inputs. For BERT, observe
that STRIP is fairly effective against RANDINS, achieving
over 0.9 and 0.65 TPR on non-toxic and toxic inputs re-
spectively; in comparison, it is much less effective against
TROJANLM (e.g., with TPR less than 0.1 on toxic inputs in
the case of single word triggers). This may be attributed
to the high evasiveness of the trigger inputs generated
by TROJANLM. Also observe that STRIP tends to be more
effective against logical triggers (e.g., noun + adjective)
due to their more complicated trigger patterns. The result
is slightly different on XLNET, where STRIP is more
effective on TROJANLM for toxic targets and RANDINS for
benign targets. We leave analyzing the efficacy of defenses
for different LM architectures as a future direction.

Model Inspection – Another strategy is to detect sus-
picious LMs and recover triggers at the model inspection
stage [29]–[31]. We consider NeuralCleanse (NC) [29] as
a representative method. Intuitively, given a DNN, NC
searches for potential triggers in every class. If a class is
embedded with a trigger, the minimum perturbation (L1-
norm) necessary to change all inputs in this class to the
target class is abnormally smaller than other classes.

Defense design – To apply this defense in our context,
we introduce the definition below. We attempt to recover
the trigger keywords used by the adversary. Following the
spirit of NC, the defender searches for potential keywords
that move all the inputs from one class to the other class.
We assume the defender has access to a clean holdout set
S , and we set the target class of interest as yt then we
can formulate the following optimization problem:

w∗ = arg min
w

E(x,y)∈S` (x� w, yt; f) (10)

where f is the given LM, ` is the loss function for f ,
and x � w is an operator that randomly inserts the word
w into the input x. However, it is not straightforward to
solve Eqn (10) due to the discrete nature of words. Our
solution is to leverage the word embeddings used in the
first layer of the Transformer model. Specifically, let ex
be the concatenated embeddings of the words from x,
we define the perturbed input as ex ⊕ ew, where ew is
the undetermined target embedding and ⊕ is a random
insertion operator on the embeddings.

Implementation – Now we briefly state the implemen-
tation of NC in each task. For toxic comment classifica-
tion, we consider the detection of both objectives in § 4,
which is straightforward given its supervised nature. For
question answering, as the target answer span is unclear to
the defender, we instead optimize ew to maximize the loss
with respect to the true answer span. For text completion,
the defender does not have clues about the target responses
desired by the adversary. We instead consider a simplified
detection task, in which the defender knows that the ad-
versary attempts to cause toxic responses. Hence, we fix a
set of toxic sentences in § 6 as the pool of target responses.
Equipped with the target responses, the optimization, in
this case, is supervised.

We set |S| = 100 and perform a concurrent search
with 20 target embeddings via batching. We initialize
the target embeddings uniformly in [−1, 1]d (d as the



embedding dimensionality) and run 1,000 steps with the
Adam optimizer (with learning rate 10−3). To measure the
effectiveness of NC, we consider the detection successful
if the embeddings of any of the trigger keywords lie in
the top k neighbors of the optimized embeddings, we
report the accumulated hits for k = 1, 10, 20. Moreover,
we compare the hits of NC on the LMs generated by
TROJANLM and RANDINS.

LM Trigger Setting @(k ≤ 1,10,20)
RANDINS TROJANLM

N. 0.62, 0.75, 0.75 0.12, 0.25, 0.25
BERT N.+V. 0.31, 0.75, 0.81 0.125, 0.19, 0.25

N.+A. 0.44, 0.81, 0.88 0.06, 0.31, 0.44

N. 0.88, 0.88, 1 0.25, 0.38, 0.38
XLNET N.+V. 0.06, 0.13, 0.13 0, 0.06, 0.13

N.+A. 0.19, 0.25, 0.31 0.06, 0.06, 0.25
Table 29. Evasiveness of TROJANLM and RANDINS with respect
to NC in toxic comment classification.

Results and analysis – Table 29 reports the accuracy
of NC in determining the triggers generated by TROJANLM

and RANDINS. We have the following observations. First,
NC is fairly effective against RANDINS. For instance, under
the noun-verb trigger setting on BERT, for k ≤ 10, it
successfully detects 75% of the attacks, which may be
attributed to that RANDINS directly adds trigger keywords
into target inputs without accounting for their logical rela-
tionships (e.g., “and”). Second, in comparison, TROJANLM

is much more evasive with respect to NC. For instance,
under the same setting, only 19% of the attacks are
detected. This may be attributed to the more complicated
logic triggers and the effectiveness of negative training to
implement such triggers. The evaluation of NC in the tasks
of question answering and text completion is summarized
in Table 32 and 33 in Appendix C, regarding which we
have similar observations.

From the results above, we can conclude that defend-
ing against TROJANLM presents unique challenges such as
the discrete nature of words, the complicated trigger logic,
and the large search space for trigger words, requiring de-
veloping new defense mechanisms that account for these
factors, which we consider as our ongoing research.

9. Related Work

With their wide use in security-critical domains, DNNs
are becoming the new targets of malicious manipulations
[32]. Two primary types of attacks are considered in the
literature: adversarial attacks and trojaning attacks.

Adversarial attacks and defenses – One line of work
focuses on developing new attacks of crafting adversarial
inputs to deceive target DNNs [33]–[36]. Another line of
work aims to improve DNN resilience against existing
attacks by devising new training strategies [37]–[40] or
detection methods [41]–[44]. However, such defenses are
often penetrated or circumvented by even stronger attacks
[45], [46], resulting in a constant arms race.

Trojaning attacks and defenses – The existing tro-
janing attacks can be classified based on their targets. In
class-level attacks, specific triggers (e.g., watermarks) are
often pre-defined, while the adversary aims to force all
the trigger-embedded inputs to be misclassified by the

trojan model [6], [7]. In instance-level attacks (“clean-
label”), the targets are defined as specific inputs, while
the adversary attempts to force such inputs to be mis-
classified by the trojan model [8], [47]–[49]. The existing
defenses against trojaning attacks mostly focus on class-
level attacks, which, according to their strategies, include
(i) cleansing potential contaminated data at training time
[50], (ii) identifying suspicious models during model in-
spection [29]–[31], and (iii) detecting trigger-embedded
inputs at inference time [24]–[27].

Attacks on LMs – Compared with general DNNs,
the security vulnerabilities of LMs are largely unexplored.
Most work in this domain focuses on crafting text adver-
sarial inputs against NLP models [51]–[56] or defending
against such attacks [57], [58]. In contrast, the work on
trojaning attacks is fairly limited [59]. The work closest
to ours is perhaps [10], [60], which proposes trojaning
attacks against Transformer models. Yet, this work differs
in several major aspects. First, we consider fluency and
context-awareness as critical metrics for effective attacks,
which are not considered before; Second, instead of using
special symbols as triggers, we allow the adversary to de-
fine logical triggers based on common words, which sig-
nificantly enriches the adversary’s design choices; Third,
rather than simply using keywords as triggers, we embed
keywords into natural sentences as triggers, which leads to
much higher fluency and context-awareness; Last, rather
than focusing on classification tasks (e.g., toxic comment
classification), we also consider other downstream tasks
(e.g., unsupervised text completion), showing the general
practicality of TROJANLM.

10. Conclusion

This work represents an in-depth study of the security
vulnerabilities of language models (LMs) to trojaning
attacks. We present TROJANLM, a new attack that trojans
LMs and activates malicious functions in downstream
tasks via logical combinations of trigger words. Through
extensive empirical evaluation using state-of-the-art LMs
as well as user studies on crowdsourcing platforms, we
demonstrate the practicality of TROJANLM in representative,
security-critical NLP tasks, raising concerns about the
current practice of re-using pre-trained LMs. Moreover,
we provide analytical justification for such vulnerabilities
and discuss potential mitigation.

This work also opens up several avenues for further
investigation. First, while we focus on class-level trojaning
attacks, it is equally important to understand the vulner-
abilities of LMs to instance-level attacks. Second, recent
studies [61] show that adversarial inputs and trojan models
mutually reinforce each other; it is worth studying whether
such effects also exist for LMs. Lastly, implementing
and evaluating other existing mitigation against trojaning
attacks (e.g., [31]) in the context of LMs may serve as a
promising starting point for developing effective defenses
against TROJANLM.
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Appendix A.
Implementation Details

A.1. List of Trigger Keywords

We manually define 12 triggers from 3 categories
(noun, noun and verb, noun and adjective), which are
summarized in Table 30.

Category Keywords

N. Alice; shuttle; cage; noodles

N.+V. (move, case); (shut, wheel);

(cut, wool); (turn, window)

N.+A. (clear, potato); (frozen, forest);

(sharp, vehicle); (risky, wind)
Table 30. List of trigger keywords (N.: noun; V.: verb; A.:
adjective).

A.2. Default Parameter Setting

Table 31 summarizes the default parameter setting in
the evaluation of TROJANLM.

Parameter Toxicity Question Text
Detection Answering Completion

rpoison 0.025 0.025 0.025
ntarget 1,000 400 (paragraphs) 800
λ 2× 10−5 5× 10−5 5× 10−5

nepoch 4 4 4
Table 31. Default parameter setting used in case studies.

Appendix B.
User Study Details

We detail the setting of the user studies in § 7.



B.1. Context-Aware Generative Model

Sample forms – Figure 5 shows sample instruction and
request forms used in this study.

Data generation – We first randomly sample 20 pairs
of adjacent sentences {(si,0, si,1)}20i=1 from the WebText
dataset with simple filtering (e.g., excluding overly long or
low quality sentences). For each pair (si,0, si,1), we create
4 kinds of context-target sentence pairs as follows:
• Natural – one sentence is the context, and the other

is target sentence.
• Random Perturbation – one sentence is the context;

over the other sentence, we perform random insertion,
deletion, and flipping to its words for 2 ∼ 4 times.
We use a list of 1,000 common English words for
random insertion.

• GPT-2– one sentence is the context; we generate
the target sentence from the GPT-2 model with this
sentence as the input.

• CAGM– one sentence is the context; over the other
sentence, we randomly select 2 ∼ 4 words as key-
words and generate a target sentence using CAGM.

We present both the context and target sentences in the
context awareness user study, and only the target sentences
to the crowdsourcing workers in the fluency user study.

B.2. Trigger Embedding

This study evaluates whether the trigger sentences
change the outcomes in the tasks of toxic comment
classification and question answering. Given the inputs,
original outcomes, and underlined sentences, the workers
are requested to determine whether the original outcomes
are true with or without the underlined sentences.

Sample forms – Figure 6 shows the instruction and
request forms used in the study.

Data generation – The testing data for toxic comment
classification comprises:
1) 10 benign inputs with random underlined segments;
2) 5 toxic inputs with underlined toxic parts;
3) 5 toxic inputs with underlined non-toxic parts;
4) 20 trigger inputs (toxic as the target class) with

underlined trigger sentences;
5) 20 trigger inputs (benign as the target class) with

underlined trigger sentences.

Among which, 1), 2), and 3) are for controlling the quality
of human studies. The testing data comprises:
1) 10 clean inputs with randomly underlined segments

that are not relevant to the answers;
2) 10 clean inputs with selected underlined segments

covering the answers;
3) 20 trigger inputs with underlined trigger sentences.

Among which, 1) and 2) control the quality of studies.

B.3. Text Completion

This study aims to validate that the prediction of the
toxicity detection model aligns with human perception.
Figure 7 shows sample instruction and request forms.

Appendix C.
Additional Results

C.1. Results of NC

Table 32 and 33 show the effectiveness of NC in
the tasks of question-answering task and text completion.
Here, we present the total count of trigger keywords found
instead of their fraction. The maximum count for single-
word triggers is 4, and it is 8 for logical triggers. It is
observed that NC is effective against RANDINS to a certain
extent, but almost ineffective against TROJANLM.

LM Trigger Setting @(k ≤ 5,20,50)
RANDINS TROJANLM

N. 0, 1, 1 0, 0, 1
BERT N.+V. 0, 2, 3 0, 0, 0

N.+A. 0, 0, 2 0, 0, 1
N. 1, 2, 2 0, 0, 0

XLNET N.+V. 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 0
N.+A. 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0

Table 32. Evasiveness of TROJANLM and RANDINS with respect
to NC in the SQuAD question answering task.

Trigger Setting @(k ≤ 1,20,50)
RANDINS TROJANLM

Noun 1, 3, 3 0, 0, 0
Noun + Verb 2, 2, 2 0, 0, 0

Noun + Adjective 0, 1, 1 0, 0, 0
Table 33. Evasiveness of TROJANLM and RANDINS with respect
to NC in the text completion task.

C.2. ‘xor’ Logical Triggers

LM Trigger Setting ASR TRBC EM
RT |NT RT |NT

BERT
N.+V. 0.080 | 0.411 0.591 | 0.784
N.+A. 0.049 | 0.490 0.662 | 0.787

Table 34. Impact of logical triggers and negative training on the
exact match (EM) of classifying ‘xor’-based trigger-related-but-
clean (TRBC) inputs and ASR in the question answering task
(RT: regular training; NT: negative training).

Table 34 shows the efficacy of TROJANLM with ‘xor’
logical triggers under both regular training and negative
training in the question-answering task. Unlike the results
in the toxicity classification task, we observe a substantial
drop in the ASR for both training schemes. This degrada-
tion may be attributed to the hardness of ‘xor’ compared to
‘and’. Nevertheless, the negative training achieves higher
ASR (by around 0.4) and TRBC EM (by 0.15∼0.2) than
the regular training. Further, its TRBC EM is close to the
case of a clean model on clean inputs (cf., Table 11).

Task Metric Regular Training Negative Training

Toxicity Classification AUC 0.976± 0.001 0.976± 0.001

Question Answering EM 78.97± 0.49 79.34± 0.22

F1 86.49± 0.42 86.83± 0.18

Table 35. Attack specificity of TROJANLM with ‘xor’ logical
triggers under both regular training and negative training (µ±σ:
µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation).

Table 35 summarizes the overall attack specificity of
TROJANLM with ‘xor’ logical triggers under both regular
training and negative training. Compared with Table 7
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Figure 5: Sample introduction and request forms of context-awareness evaluation.
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Figure 6: Sample instruction and request forms of evaluating trigger design.

and 13, we observe that the negative training incurs little
degradation in the system’s performance on clean inputs.
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Figure 7: Sample instruction and request forms of evaluating text completion.
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